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Abstract
Significant improvement has been achieved in automated

audio captioning (AAC) with recent models. However, these
models have become increasingly large as their performance
is enhanced. In this work, we propose a knowledge distilla-
tion (KD) framework for AAC. Our analysis shows that in the
encoder-decoder based AAC models, it is more effective to dis-
till knowledge into the encoder as compared with the decoder.
To this end, we incorporate encoder-level KD loss into training,
in addition to the standard supervised loss and sequence-level
KD loss. We investigate two encoder-level KD methods, based
on mean squared error (MSE) loss and contrastive loss, respec-
tively. Experimental results demonstrate that contrastive KD
is more robust than MSE KD, exhibiting superior performance
in data-scarce situations. By leveraging audio-only data into
training in the KD framework, our student model achieves com-
petitive performance, with an inference speed that is 19 times
faster1.
Index Terms: automated audio captioning, encoder-decoder
framework, knowledge distillation, EfficientNet

1. Introduction
Automated audio captioning (AAC) is a cross-modal transla-
tion task that bridges the modalities of audio and text, aiming to
generate textual descriptions for given audio inputs. Recent ad-
vancements have shown significant improvements to the perfor-
mance of the captioning models in accuracy [1–3], diversity [4]
and generalizability [5]. The popularity of the Detection and
Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) chal-
lenges has also attracted many researchers to contribute to the
development of this field.

Improvements in AAC performance are often achieved at
the cost of increased model complexity. The state-of-the-art
(SOTA) models [2,6] typically employ deep convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs) or Transformers to extract embeddings
from audio inputs, along with large-scale pre-trained Trans-
former models (e.g., BART [7]) for text generation. Although
these large-scale models achieve superior performance, they of-
ten require substantial computational overhead, memory and
storage, posing challenges for their deployment on resource-
constrained devices. For example, HTSAT-BART [6] contains
about 170 million parameters and requires 160 giga float-point-
operations (FLOPs) for inference on a 10-second audio clip. In
addition, large-scale models are often over-parameterized for
their target tasks (shown in Figure 1). However, to the best of
our knowledge, model compression within the realm of AAC
has attracted little attention.

1An online demo is available at https://huggingface.co/
spaces/wsntxxn/efficient_audio_captioning
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Figure 1: The comparison of performance-size tradeoff between
our model and previous methods, evaluated on AudioCaps.

Efforts have been made to reduce the computation cost by
compressing models in speech and audio processing [8–10].
Knowledge distillation (KD), pruning and quantization have
been used to develop small student models from large teacher
models, by removing redundant connections and reducing pa-
rameter precision. Despite advances in compressing classifi-
cation models, the effectiveness of compression techniques on
generation tasks, especially with the encoder-decoder frame-
work, is rarely investigated. To our knowledge, the only work
is [11] on developing parameter-efficient captioning models.
However, contrastive language audio pre-training (CLAP) [12]
was utilized by [11], as a result, the involved parameters and
computation cost remain substantial.

In this paper, we aim to fill the gap of model compression
within AAC. Specifically, we focus on KD since KD allows for
the architecture flexibility that highly efficient student models
can be used regardless of the teacher’s architecture. First, we
analyze the bottleneck of distilling the encoder-decoder cap-
tioning framework widely adopted in AAC. Our preliminary
result shows that using a compact encoder results in a larger
performance drop than using a compact decoder. This reveals
that the key to effective compression lies in developing an effi-
cient and effective encoder. Therefore, in our KD approach, we
leverage audio embeddings from the teacher encoder for super-
vision (called encoder-level distillation). Compared with previ-
ous works focusing on distilling classification models, the pro-
posed encoder-level distillation provides an effective constraint
on encoder outputs for distilling encoder-decoder AAC frame-
works.

We investigate two kinds of loss functions for this encoder-
level distillation. The first is the standard mean squared error
(MSE) loss (KDmse), aiming at minimizing the distance between
the student and the teacher audio embeddings in L2 space. The
second is a contrastive loss (KDcontra), where embeddings of the
same audio clip obtained from teacher and student encoders are
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Figure 2: An overview of our proposed audio captioning knowledge distillation framework, which combines supervised loss Lsup,
sequence-level distillation loss Lseq and encoder-level distillation loss Lenc for training. We explore two kinds of Lenc: 1) contrastive
loss; 2) MSE loss.

brought closer while embeddings from different audio clips are
pushed further apart. With this design, we encourage the student
encoder to learn the same ability as the teacher to distinguish
between different audio clips. Based on the EfficientNet [13]
architecture, we combine the standard sequence level KD and
our proposed encoder-level KD for training. Experimental re-
sults show that KDcontra performs more robustly than KDmse in
the data scarcity scenario. Compared with training from scratch,
KD achieves significant performance improvement. Incorporat-
ing unannotated audio-only data into training further improves
the performance, resulting in an efficient captioning model. Our
model achieves comparable performance to its teacher model,
which is nearly SOTA, with only 6.5% of the parameters. Com-
parison of our model and previous models [5, 6, 14–17] in Fig-
ure 1 indicates the effectiveness and efficiency of our model.

2. Proposed Knowledge Distillation
Framework

2.1. Framework Overview

Figure 2 is an overview of our proposed audio captioning KD
framework. For an audio clip A and the corresponding caption
TGT , the encoders Enc(·) transform A into audio embedding
sequences:

{et
tea}T1

t=1 = Enctea(A)

{et
stu}T2

t=1 = Encstu(A)
(1)

where T1 and T2 are sequence lengths or embeddings from the
teacher and student encoders since they may use different tem-
poral resolutions. Then the teacher model predicts the caption
Ttea conditioned on the encoded embeddings:

Ttea = Dectea({et
tea}T1

t=1). (2)

where Ttea and TGT are both utilized as supervision signals for
the training of the student model. Taking TGT as conditions, the
student model is trained by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence between the predicted word distribution and
the ground truth distribution as follows,

pGT = Decstu({et
stu}T2

t=1, TGT )

Lsup = −
N1∑
n=1

log(pGT
n,(TGT )n)

(3)

where pGT ∈ RN1×|V| is the predicted word probability. N1

is the word number of the ground truth caption and V is the

vocabulary. (TGT )n denotes the index of the n-th word of the
caption so pGT

n,(TGT )n
is the predicted probability of the n-th

ground truth word. Similarly, Ttea is utilized to calculate the
sequence-level KD loss:

ptea = Decstu({et
stu}T2

t=1, Ttea)

Lseq = −
N2∑
n=1

log(ptean,(Ttea)n).
(4)

We use a tokenizer with a smaller vocabulary size for the student
model since the tokenizer of the teacher model involves a large
number of parameters. As a consequence, word probabilities
predicted by the teacher model given the ground truth caption
cannot be used for training. In addition to these standard KD
losses, we add a constraint on the audio encoder output (Lenc),
which will be elaborated in Section 2.2. The final training loss
is the combination of losses from different levels:

L = Lsup + Lseq + Lenc. (5)

Teacher We take the official HTSAT-BART checkpoint from
[6] as the teacher. The encoder is a Swin-Transformer [18]
while the decoder takes the BARTbase architecture, consisting
of 12 Transformer layers. Although the teacher achieves com-
petitive performance, the model is heavily parameterized, espe-
cially the deep decoder pre-trained on general natural language
tasks.

Student Motivated by the finding that Transformer serves
as an effective teacher for CNN students [19], we adopt
EfficientNet-B2 [13] as the student encoder. Depthwise con-
volution [20] is used instead of the standard convolution to en-
hance parameter efficiency. For the decoder, we adopt a shal-
low 2-layer Transformer due to its competitive performance in
DCASE challenges [21]. Such a combination reduces the pa-
rameter number from 170 million to 11 million. We refer to our
student model as “EffNet-Trm”.

2.2. Encoder-Level Knowledge Distillation

The comparison of learning difficulty for the encoder and de-
coder, which will be shown in Section 4.1, reveals that the bot-
tleneck of training a small student captioning model lies in train-
ing an efficient encoder. Therefore, we add an extra constraint
Lenc to guide the student encoder to generate embeddings that
closely follow teacher-generated embeddings. As the right part



of Figure 2 shows, two kinds of loss functions, Lcontra and
Lmse, are investigated. For both loss types, projection layers
are utilized but we omit them for simplicity.

2.2.1. Distillation via Contrastive Learning

We first explore the contrastive loss which is widely utilized in
self-supervised learning [22]. Mean pooling is applied to audio
embedding sequences to obtain clip-level embeddings. Then,
these embeddings are projected to the same dimension by two
projection layers:

etea = Projtea(
1

T1

T1∑
t=1

et
tea), estu = Projstu(

1

T2

T2∑
t=1

et
stu).

We calculate the cosine similarity s(i, j) between the teacher
embedding of the i-th sample and the student embedding of the
j-th sample in a minibatch. The contrastive loss is defined as:

s(i, j) =
etea(i) · estu(j)

T

∥etea(i)∥ · ∥estu(j)∥

Li,1 = − log
exp (s(i, i) /τ)∑B

j=1 exp(s (i, j) /τ)

Li,2 = − log
exp (s(i, i) /τ)∑B
j=1 exp(s (j, i) /τ)

Lcontra =
1

B

B∑
i=1

(Li,1 + Li,2)

(6)

where B is the batch size and τ is the scaling temperature.
Lcontra is proposed to guide the student encoder to not only
replicate the teacher encoder’s outputs but also learn the under-
lying patterns that distinguish one audio sample from another.
Therefore, the student model is trained to generate distinct and
effective embeddings for diverse audio inputs, which are desired
by the decoder for accurate caption generation.

2.2.2. Distillation via Optimizing Mean Squared Error

Lmse is the standard embedding level loss used in KD. After
mean pooling and a projection layer, the L2 distance between
the teacher and student embedding is minimized:

etea =
1

T1

T1∑
t=1

et
tea, estu = Projstu(

1

T2

T2∑
t=1

et
stu)

Lmse = ∥etea − estu∥2.

(7)

Here in Lmse, the student is trained to exactly follow
the original teacher embedding so no projection is applied to
teacher embeddings. The decoder uses {Projstu(et

stu)}T2
t=1 for

inference so Projstu is used during inference. In contrast, for
Lcontra, the projection Projstu is only used during training,
while for inference, the decoder still uses {et

stu}T2
t=1.

2.3. Training with Audio-Only Data

With a strong teacher, we further leverage unannotated au-
dio data to augment the training data. The teacher is used
to generate pseudo caption labels for audio data. Therefore,
the available training data is not limited to small-scale anno-
tated audio-text pairs. In practice, we use audio-only data that
share the same distribution as the original dataset for augmen-
tation to prevent domain mismatch induced by additional data.
For audio-only data, the loss function in Equation (5) becomes
Lseq + Lenc since TGT is not available.

3. Experimental Setup
3.1. Dataset

In this work, we conduct experiments on Clotho [23] and Au-
dioCaps [24]. AudioCaps is the largest human-annotated AAC
dataset, containing over 50k audio-text pairs. Since AudioCaps
is a subset of AudioSet [25], we use the whole AudioSet as the
audio-only data. Compared with AudioCaps, Clotho is a small-
scale dataset with 6k audio clips. Since Clotho originates from
Freesound [26], we use Freesound as the audio-only data. To
reduce memory consumption during training, we only use au-
dio clips shorter than 300 seconds. A segment of 10 seconds is
randomly cropped as the training sample.

3.2. Hyper-parameters

We use EfficientNet-B2 pre-trained on AudioSet to initialize
the audio encoder of the student model. The Transformer de-
coder is trained from scratch. The whole model is trained for
25 epochs with a batch size of 32. When audio-only data is
incorporated into training, we use 16 original samples and 16
augmented ones in each iteration. We warm up the learning rate
linearly to 5×10−4 in the first 5 epochs and then exponentially
reduce it to 5× 10−7. Label smoothing with α = 0.1 is used in
Lsup and Lseq to smooth the ground truth distribution. During
inference, we adopt beam search with a beam size of 3.

3.3. Evaluation Metrics

For performance evaluation, traditional metrics, including
BLEU, ROUGE, METEOR, CIDEr and SPICE [27] are used.
We also report a more advanced model-based FENSE, which
shows a better correlation with human judgments. To evaluate
the size and memory footprint of our model, we also compare
parameter numbers, FLOPs, and inference time of our model
with the teacher.

4. Results
4.1. Bottleneck Analysis

We first investigate the bottleneck of KD in the encoder-decoder
framework, i.e., which part, the encoder or the decoder, is more
difficult to distill from the teacher model. We initialize one part
of the student model (encoder or decoder) with pre-trained pa-
rameters and freeze it while making the other part trainable, re-
sults compared in Table 1. Row 1 shows the teacher’s perfor-
mance while in row 2, we set the encoder of the student model
to be the frozen encoder of the teacher, and train the decoder
from scratch.

Table 1: Analysis on distillation bottleneck. “EffNet” and
“Trm” denote the EfficientNet encoder and Transformer de-
coder in the student model. “F” means frozen.

Encoder Decoder SPIDEr FENSE

HTSAT BART 48.6 64.2
HTSAT (F) Trm 48.8 63.6

EffNet Trm (F) 46.9 62.2

Despite a small gap in FENSE, the student achieves com-
petitive performance, as shown by a slightly higher SPIDEr. In
Row 3, we freeze the decoder as the pre-trained one from Row
2 and replace the HTSAT encoder with EfficientNet. Compared



Table 2: Captioning performance of the distilled student, the teacher, and previous approaches. For student training, we report the
mean and standard deviation of three random runs. We report the result of our implementation so there is a difference with the original
literature for some approaches. “Size” denotes the model size measured in parameter numbers.

Dataset Model Size / M BLEU4 ROUGEL METEOR CIDEr SPICE FENSE

Clotho

DCASE2023 baseline 98 17.1 38.5 17.8 41.3 11.9 46.8
DCASE2023 winner [2] 1368 (127) - - 19.3 50.6 14.6 52.6

Teacher [6] 169 17.3 38.7 18.7 47.8 13.4 51.8

Student

EffNet-Trm (scratch) 11 17.1±0.1 39.4±0.2 18.7±0.0 44.0±0.2 13.1±0.1 46.4±0.3

Proposed KDmse 12 16.9±0.2 38.6±0.2 18.4±0.1 44.0±0.7 13.0±0.1 48.7±0.1

+ Audio-only Data 12 17.5±0.2 38.6±0.0 18.4±0.0 45.9±0.3 13.1±0.1 50.2±0.4

Proposed KDcontra 11 17.7±0.1 38.9±0.2 18.6±0.0 45.4±0.4 12.9±0.2 49.3±0.3

+ Audio-only Data 11 17.7±0.2 38.9±0.0 18.5±0.0 46.8±0.1 13.0±0.1 50.2±0.0

AudioCaps

CNN10-GRU [14] 13 23.1 46.7 22.9 66.0 16.8 57.9
ACT [15] 117 25.2 48.1 23.3 67.9 16.8 60.2

PANNs-BART [17] 222 26.6±0.9 49.3±0.4 24.1±0.3 75.3±0.9 17.6±0.3 -
Teacher [6] 169 28.5 50.7 25.0 79.0 18.2 64.2

Student

EffNet-Trm (scratch) 11 27.7±0.7 50.2±0.2 24.5±0.2 73.9±1.2 18.1±0.2 61.5±0.2

Proposed KDmse 12 28.2±0.3 50.8±0.1 24.9±0.1 78.6±0.6 18.1±0.2 63.3±0.1

+ Audio-only Data 12 28.6±0.3 51.0±0.3 25.0±0.1 78.8±0.3 18.2±0.1 63.6±0.1

Proposed KDcontra 11 28.4±0.5 50.7±0.3 24.8±0.1 77.8±0.4 18.2±0.1 63.5±0.1

+ Audio-only Data 11 28.6±0.5 50.8±0.2 24.9±0.1 78.5±0.9 18.0±0.2 63.7±0.1

with replacing the decoder, there is a larger performance drop
in this case, indicating that a smaller encoder has a more signif-
icant impact than a smaller decoder. Therefore, we place more
emphasis on reducing the performance gap between the teacher
encoder and the student encoder.

4.2. Knowledge Distillation from the Teacher Model

Table 2 presents the effect of KD2. Our student model performs
well even when trained from scratch. On Clotho, in terms of
some metrics (e.g., METEOR), the difference between the stu-
dent and the teacher is small. However, the most reliable metric
FENSE shows a gap between teacher and student. Compared
with KDmse, KDcontra gives a larger improvement in CIDEr and
FENSE. The superior performance of KDcontra on Clotho can be
attributed to a smaller dataset size. With limited training data,
it is challenging for the student encoder to learn to replicate
the teacher’s embedding output. However, the supervision of
contrast between positive and negative pairs helps the student
to discriminate between different audio inputs, aiding in learn-
ing the inherent patterns in various sound events and acoustic
environments. With audio-only data incorporated into training,
the data scarcity problem is alleviated so that KDmse achieves
similar performance to KDcontra. On AudioCaps, the situation
is similar since AudioCaps is large-scale. With the combina-
tion of KD and audio-only data training, the student achieves
significant improvement over training from scratch, especially
on AudioCaps, where the student achieves comparable perfor-
mance with the teacher.

Besides the teacher model, we also compare our student
model with current well-performing models, which are mostly
large in size. For example, the top performing model in the
DCASE2023 challenge incorporates 1368 million parameters,
since Instructor-XL [28], which is a large model, is utilized for
post-processing. There are still 127 million parameters even
without Instructor-XL. In contrast, our EffNet-Trm achieves
competitive performance with only about 10 million parame-
ters, which is about 6% of the teacher model. Compared with

2For all KD settings, the improvement in FENSE is significant com-
pared with training from scratch, with the corresponding p-value less
than 0.05.

the model with similar parameter numbers (e.g., CNN10-GRU),
our model achieves much better performance.

4.3. Inference Speedup

We further compare the computation cost of the teacher and stu-
dent on a resource-constrained device. The FLOPs calculated
in giga and inference latency on a Raspberry 4 Pi are shown in
Table 3. We set the input as a 10-second audio clip and the pre-
dicted sequence length as 20 for both models. With a compact
and efficient architecture, the student model achieves speedup
of a factor of about 20 compared to the teacher. The FLOPs of
the student model are only 2.3% of the teacher’s.

Table 3: The latency on a Raspberry 4 Pi and giga FLOPs of
the teacher and student. The inference is run 10 times and we
report the average latency.

Model Latency / s GFLOPs

HTSAT-BART (teacher) 45.2 160.7
EffNet-Trm (student) 2.4 3.8

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a teacher-student KD method
for AAC to learn an efficient student model from a large-
scale teacher model. Our analysis reveals that for the encoder-
decoder AAC framework, the key to KD is to learn an efficient
encoder to extract representative audio embeddings. Therefore,
we combine the standard supervised loss and sequence-level
KD loss with our proposed encoder-level KD loss for training.
We compare two types of encoder-level KD techniques, KDmse

and KDcontra. We further incorporate audio-only data to expand
the training data. Experimental results show that KDcontra is
more robust than KDmse in the data scarcity scenario but both
methods achieve similar performance when sufficient training
data is available. Although with the limitation that there is still
a gap between our model and current SOTA models in the data
scarcity scenario, our student model achieves performance com-
parable to the teacher’s with a speedup of 19×.
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